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Heavy crossbow vs longbow 5e

2014-11-27, 2:33 pm (ISO 8601) Hrm... seems like it's only for double-swinging hand crossbows or using one in close combat. Many modern games have pistoleers are a close combat class. Same to you. 2014-11-27, 2:36 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Regulas According to the munitions rules, you must remove the ammunition
from its location. If your hands are full you have no method to pull anything out of a pouch/container etc. (or are you saying that if I'm carrying a large barrel in each hand I can free pick-pocket people?). Hence the 100 and 300 options that many have discussed. If you needed a free hand to use hand crossbows, then the phb would have
listed them as two-handed (like the light crossbow, which could easily be held in one hand but requires a second to load it). As to how the character does, you allow me to submit this. Maybe, just maybe, someone with extensive crossbow training knows something about them that you don't. Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the
beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2014-11-27, 2:43pm (ISO 8601) Oh, by the way everyone, I don't think dev answers are the end-all be-all of statements. But here's one I found for those interested: @pizzystrizzy that's really flavor text. Assuming you have enough ammunition, the first bullet of
the performance allows you to easily load the weapon. - Jeremy Crawford We argued over taste text. Last edited by Easy_Lee; 2014-11-27 at 2:44 PM Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2014-11-27, 2:51 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by
Easy_Lee Hence the toss and catch option many have discussed. If you needed a free hand to use hand crossbows, then the phb would have listed them as two-handed (like the light crossbow, which could easily be held in one hand but requires a second to load it). As to how the character does, you allow me to submit this. Maybe, just
maybe, someone with extensive crossbow training knows something about them that you don't. On what basis do you think the light crossbow doesn't take two hands to actually fire? light is a relative term to make it different from the heavy. A slight crossbow is a regular ordinary average size crossbow, which even if you could carry it with
one hand you would still use both while firing (one hold and one to pull the tirgger, and both to aim). While the heavy is the overly wide variety. Something like the 1s and concepts are home-rules pure and simple. If you and your DM want to justify your special physical skills then by all means go ahead. Last edited by Regulas; 2014-11-27
at 2:58 PM. 2014-11-27, 3:58 pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Regulas Think the light crossbow doesn't need two hands to actually fire? light is a relative term to make it different from the heavy. A slight crossbow is a regular ordinary average size crossbow, which even if you could carry it with one hand you would still use both while
firing (one hold and one to pull the tirgger, and both to aim). While the heavy is the overly wide variety. Something like the 1s and catch concepts are home-rules pure and simple. If you and your DM want to justify your special physical skills then by all means go ahead. I don't know about you, but I shot clay pips with one hand with a rifle. I
can probably point and fire a crossbow with one hand. And I am not a top fitness fighter, nor do I have extensive shotgun training. I want you to admit this one thing. One thing. Maybe you don't know everything there is to know about crossbows and how to use them. Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling
ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2014-11-27, 4:12pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Easy_Lee I don't know about you, but I've shot clay pidgeons with a rifle, one hand. I can probably point and fire a crossbow with one hand. And I am not a top fitness fighter, nor do I have extensive shotgun training. I want you to
admit this one thing. One thing. Maybe you don't know everything there is to know about crossbows and how to use them. This isn't about expertise, it's about basic common sense. Can you walk through walls? Does gravity exist? Are hot things hot? There may be ways to justify a lie of hand control but that's about it. 2014-11-27, 4:18pm
(ISO 8601) Originally posted by Easy_Lee I don't know about you, but I've shot clay pidgeons with a shotgun, one hand. I can probably point and fire a crossbow with one hand. And I am not a top fitness fighter, nor do I have extensive shotgun training. I want you to admit this one thing. One thing. Maybe you don't know everything there is
to know about crossbows and how to use them. The average shotgun kicks back about 20 feet of force. If you shoot with one hand, you use a heavy rifle. Recoil is spread over the weight of the object and if you have the PHB, crossbows are on par with swords. Apart from swords have no recoil, however they have double hands at higher
weights. Recoil is not a problem with crossbows for his recoil ... Rather it is the fact that the weapon will try to leave your hands long before the bolt has cleared. To fire a crossbow, you must keep the weapon on target until the bolt is complete or you might as well fire blindly. That bolt doesn't shoot at the speed of a bullet... you're looking
at maybe over 100 meters per second as opposed to some of nicer rifles outputting over 5000 meters per second. Still Still still causes bullets to deviate from the intended target. If they say you need two hands to keep a crossbow from moving, I'll believe it... That thing has to stay under control if you want to hit someone in a vital part. I
took an arrow to the knee! -- yes, because the man you shot wasn't strong or good enough to prevent the damn bow from receding. 2017-12-26, 9:03 pm (ISO 8601) ITT: People don't know the difference between the Loading Property, loaded, and the Ammunition Property and try to lawyer rules without reading the rules. 2017-12-26, 9:07
pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Captn_Flounder ITT: People don't know the difference between the Loading Property, loaded, and the Ammunition Property and try to change attorney rules without reading the rules. Dude, why are you necromancing a 3 year old thread? 2017-12-26, 09:52 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by
Unoriginal Dude, why are you necromancing a 3 year old thread? Since he entered something in a search engine this topic came up on the list, he read it posted a reply without paying attention to the date. Nale is no more, he's ceased to be, his hit points have dropped to negative ten, all he was is now dust in the wind, he's not Daniel
Jackson dead, he's not Kenny dead, he's definitely dead, he won't pass revolving door of death, his fate won't be undone because the executives renewed his show for another season. His time was up, his fate was cut, the blood on the knife was wiped out. He's an Ex-Nale! Can we please now continue to see how the Order saves the
world? 2017-12-26, 10:17 p.m. (ISO 8601) Ah, the crossbow debates of yesteryear. I'm glad we now have better things to discuss. Necromancy is fun. Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2017-12-27, 22:05 (ISO 8601) Ah to go back and see a time
when people thought the RAW and RAI of crossbow expert was not to make a single hand crossbow work with the bonus action. 2017-12-27, 23:07 (ISO 8601) ok im sure im about to be beaten by those who should be right, but why not just allow all scenarios? it doesn't make much difference if you shoot 1 hand xbow and shoot load
shoot or two and shoot shooting reload or melee attach shooting do what makes the most sense for you at your table all this discussion does is flare tempers in light of perceived ambiguity are usually best to fall on the side of whats cool Page 2 2014-11-27, 02:33 PM (ISO 8601) Hrm ... seems like it's only for double-swinging hand
crossbows or using one in close combat. Many modern games Pistoleers are a close combat class. Same to you. 2014-11-27, 2:36 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Regulas According to the munitions rules, you must remove the ammunition from its location. If your its full you have no method to pull anything out of a pouch/container
etc. (or are you saying that if I'm carrying a large barrel in each hand I can free pick-pocket people?). Hence the 100 and 300 options that many have discussed. If you needed a free hand to use hand crossbows, then the phb would have listed them as two-handed (like the light crossbow, which could easily be held in one hand but
requires a second to load it). As to how the character does, you allow me to submit this. Maybe, just maybe, someone with extensive crossbow training knows something about them that you don't. Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2014-11-27,
2:43pm (ISO 8601) Oh, by the way everyone, I don't think dev answers are the end-all be-all of statements. But here's one I found for those interested: @pizzystrizzy that's really flavor text. Assuming you have enough ammunition, the first bullet of the performance allows you to easily load the weapon. - Jeremy Crawford We argued over
taste text. Last edited by Easy_Lee; 2014-11-27 at 2:44 PM Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2014-11-27, 2:51 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Easy_Lee Hence the toss and catch option many have discussed. If you needed a free hand to
use hand crossbows, then the phb would have listed them as two-handed (like the light crossbow, which could easily be held in one hand but requires a second to load it). As to how the character does, you allow me to submit this. Maybe, just maybe, someone with extensive crossbow training knows something about them that you don't.
On what basis do you think the light crossbow doesn't take two hands to actually fire? light is a relative term to make it different from the heavy. A slight crossbow is a regular ordinary average size crossbow, which even if you could carry it with one hand you would still use both while firing (one hold and one to pull the tirgger, and both to
aim). While the heavy is the overly wide variety. Something like the 1s and catch concepts are home-rules pure and simple. If you and your DM want to justify your special physical skills then by all means go ahead. Last edited by Regulas; 2014-11-27 at 2:58 pm. 2014-11-27, 03:58 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Regulas On what
basis do you think the light crossbow doesn't take two hands to actually fire? light is a relative concept to of the heavy. A slight crossbow is a regular ordinary average size crossbow, which even if you could carry it with one hand you would still use both while firing (one hold and one to pull the tirgger, and both to aim). While the heavy is
the overly wide variety. Something like the toss toss catch concepts are home-rules pure and simple. If you and your DM want to justify your special physical skills then by all means go ahead. I don't know about you, but I shot clay pips with one hand with a rifle. I can probably point and fire a crossbow with one hand. And I am not a top
fitness fighter, nor do I have extensive shotgun training. I want you to admit this one thing. One thing. Maybe you don't know everything there is to know about crossbows and how to use them. Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2014-11-27, 4:12pm
(ISO 8601) Originally posted by Easy_Lee I don't know about you, but I've shot clay pidgeons with a rifle, one hand. I can probably point and fire a crossbow with one hand. And I am not a top fitness fighter, nor do I have extensive shotgun training. I want you to admit this one thing. One thing. Maybe you don't know everything there is to
know about crossbows and how to use them. This isn't about expertise, it's about basic common sense. Can you walk through walls? Does gravity exist? Are hot things hot? There may be ways to justify a lie of hand control but that's about it. 2014-11-27, 4:18pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Easy_Lee I don't know about you, but I've
shot clay pidgeons with a shotgun, one hand. I can probably point and fire a crossbow with one hand. And I am not a top fitness fighter, nor do I have extensive shotgun training. I want you to admit this one thing. One thing. Maybe you don't know everything there is to know about crossbows and how to use them. The average shotgun
kicks back about 20 feet of force. If you shoot with one hand, you use a heavy rifle. Recoil is spread over the weight of the object and if you have the PHB, crossbows are on par with swords. Apart from swords have no recoil, however they have double hands at higher weights. Recoil is not a problem with crossbows for his recoil ... Rather
it is the fact that the weapon will try to leave your hands long before the bolt has cleared. To fire a crossbow, you must keep the weapon on target until the bolt is fully fired or you might as well fire blindly. That bolt doesn't shoot at the speed of a bullet... you're looking at maybe over 100 meters per second as opposed to some of nicer rifles
outputting over 5000 meters per second. However, recoil still causes bullets to deviate from the intended target. If they say you need two hands to keep a crossbow from moving, I'll believe it... That thing needs to be under control if you want to hit someone in a vital part. I took an arrow to the knee! -- yes, because the man you shot wasn't
strong or good enough to prevent the damn bow from receding. 2017-12-26, 9:03 PM (ISO 8601) ITT: ITT: don't know the difference between the loading property, loaded, and the Ammunition Property and try to lawyer rules without reading the rules. 2017-12-26, 9:07 pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Captn_Flounder ITT: People don't
know the difference between the Loading Property, loaded, and the Ammunition Property and try to change attorney rules without reading the rules. Dude, why are you necromancing a 3 year old thread? 2017-12-26, 09:52 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Unoriginal Dude, why are you necromancing a 3 year old thread? Since he
entered something in a search engine this topic came up on the list, he read it posted a reply without paying attention to the date. Nale is no more, he's ceased to be, his hit points have dropped to negative ten, all he was is now dust in the wind, he's not Daniel Jackson dead, he's not Kenny dead, he's definitely dead, he won't pass
revolving door of death, his fate won't be undone because the executives renewed his show for another season. His time was up, his fate was cut, the blood on the knife was wiped out. He's an Ex-Nale! Can we please now continue to see how the Order saves the world? 2017-12-26, 10:17 p.m. (ISO 8601) Ah, the crossbow debates of
yesteryear. I'm glad we now have better things to discuss. Necromancy is fun. Breaking BM: Revised - an updated look at the beast-mounted halfling ranger based on the Revised Ranger: Beast Conclave. 2017-12-27, 22:05 (ISO 8601) Ah to go back and see a time when people thought the RAW and RAI of crossbow expert was not to
make a single hand crossbow work with the bonus action. 2017-12-27, 23:07 (ISO 8601) ok im sure im about to be beaten by those who should be right, but why not just allow all scenarios? It doesn't matter much if you shoot 1 hand xbow and shoot load shoot or two and shoot shoot reload or melee attach shoot what makes the most
sense for you at your table all this discussion does is flare tempers in light of the perceived ambiguity are usually best to fall on the side of whats cool cool
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